
Project Idea
 
The function proposed is a Coworking, a way of working that allows independent professionals, entrepreneurials and SMEs from different sectors, to share the same working space. In this way they can develope theirs professional pro-
jects independently, at the same time they promote joint projects.
From the beginning it will be analized what a coworking is, coming to the conclusion that utilization and simplicity are neccessary both for the slum and for the programme. It is a way of working that minimizes common costs (electricity, 
rental, WiFi, water...). This way, inhabitants and coworkers are from low-income group.

If we analyze the programme we realize that different types of spaces are necessary. We can´t create the same place for working than for resting, dinning...According to this, three levels high are created which answer to the three 
privacy degrees defendant:

      - Ground floor is considered as a space for public use. Therefore, exterior elements as vegetation, small street lamps, pavement with hard surface... It will be dedicated to teaching and services. There lectures, exhibitions, courses... 
will be given to instil in inhabitants of the slum new knowledge that wide their professional horizons. Moreover, services will be placed, such as bicycle parking, common kitchen, dinning space, shop, toilets, reception, nursery...
      - First floor is considered semi-private, so access is only allowed for users. It is a floor for creation and working. In it we can find different types of spaces, double height space, isolated areas, closed, open...so, each kind of proffes
sional can find the most comfortable place according with theirs characteristics.
      - Terraze floor is the last one, in it we can find the more private spaces, where users can rest, relax, reflecting, disconnect... There are three terraces where they can sun bathe, chat or even work but in a relaxed way.
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Place 

The project is located in Valencia. Into this city we are situated in a slum privileged because of its proximity to the sea, The Cabanyal. In the past it 
was a small fishing village, but gradually it has been fully integrated in the town. It is characterized by its fishing activity, beach, port... 
However, today it is terminal decline because of threatened destruction. This has led to a concentration of pockets of marginalisation related to 
immigrant population, ageing population, mononuclear families, population very close to the neighbourhood, feeling of uncertainty in the face of 
their future, impoverishment,  unemployment...
Therefore the project  should take full advantage of the resources available to it and being a simple architecture, cheap, necessity. 

Existing building
 

The proposal is mainly carried out on an existing buil-
ding. This is a brick building from the early 19th century 
used as factory. However, currently it is closed.
The existing factory has a occupancy of 965 m2, with a 
square floor plan. The height of the façade is approxima-
tely 7,20 meters reaching 10,50 meters in the ridge.
The walls, both exterior and interior, are built of solid brick.
They all have an unique shell, consequently, thermal and 
acoustic insulation are inadequate.

The roof consists of four skirts placed on trusses. The struc-
ture starts on the street level with brick pillars interlocked 
to the walls. 

A small part of the proposal will be built in a plot located 
in front of the existing factory. Here we do build a new 
building.

Street life is one of the main factors that characterise the slum. However, 
nowadays the cars are who invade the street instead of people.
Therefore, it also considers the need of giving public spaces where inhabi-
tants are comfortable walking, chatting, in contact with nature...
The proposal awards new free spaces creating a prolongation of public 
space in the sequence: existing factory-square-plot.
Moreover this prolongation occurs also in the roofs, taking full advantage 
of each building.
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Materialization

Modular architecture is thought for the construction of the proposal. We look for a structure easily 
adaptable to each situation and need, which allows great flexibility, simple and quick modification 
and replacement. Moreover it should be built in a cheap way with materials easily found.
The solution consists on prefabricated and light elements, so on-site working decreases and works-
hop work increases. Therefore we achieve more accuracy, quicker assembly, simplicity and saving.
Consequently we will use a wood module of 3meters x 3meters x 3 meters, it is combined in different 
ways both horizontally and vertically to create volumes of different sizes. Among those wood volu-
mes there are open spaces which contain other uses.

Inside the wood modules the space is conditioned and they are conceived as interior spaces. 
However, the spaces among wood modules have an exterior character, the plaza enters into the 
building bringing with it elements from public space, such as vegetation, same pavement and 
street lamp.

 

The south-east façade is completely open in the ground floor to maximize the connection with out-
side. Interior and exterior pavement is made with concrete layer following 3 meters modulation. This 
flooring go out mixing in with the plaza.

 

Existing building

1    kitchen
2    vertical communication and toilets
3    computer room
4    offices
5    reception and meeting room
6    nursery
7    cafeteria
8    conference area
9    dining area
10  shop
11  bicycle parking
12  entrance hall

Ground floor

First floor

Terrace floor

Existing building

1    vertical communication and toilets
2    storage
3    area of group work 1
4    area of group work 2
5    area of group work 3
6    area of group work 4
7    area of group work 5
8    classroom
9    area of individual work 1
10  area of individual work 2

Existing building

1    vertical communication
2    terrace 1
3    open space
4    terrace 2
5    terrace 3

New building

1    vertical communication
2    reception
3    changing room

New building

1    vertical communication
2    gym
3    toilets
4    storage

New building

1    vertical communication
2    cafeteria
3    toilets
4    storage
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